
SPEAKERS, BLU-RAY EN HOME-CINEMA

BT speakers, blu-ray en home-cinema systemen wo.: HARMAN
KARDON en JBL.

Startdatum Wednesday 11 July 2018 10:00

Bezichtiging Wednesday, July 11, 2018 from 15:00 to 17:00
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 from 15:00 to 17:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Einddatum Donderdag 19 juli 2018 vanaf 18:00

Afgifte Friday, July 27, 2018 from 10:00 to 12:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Online bidding only!

www.moyersoen.be

Voor meer informatie en voorwaarden:

19/07/2018 06:00



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

1 1 JBL Cinema SB150, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Home theater 2.1 soundbar with compact wireless subwoofer
 The JBL Cinema SB150 introduces great cinema sound in your home for
far less than you would expect. The JBL Cinema SB150 is not only a
powerful and compact wireless subwoofer, it also allows you to stream your
favorite music from your phone or tablet via Bluetooth. Equipped with 3
different equalizer settings for optimal ease of use: '' News '', '' Music '' and ''
Film '' ensure the best listening experience for the different types of media.
You can set the volume of the subwoofer independently for extra control
over the bass performance. Easy to connect with a single cable on a flat
panel TV. The JBL Cinema SB150 delivers 150W of unparalleled sound and
is the ideal sound solution for your home.
 
 Functions
 
 
 Dolby® Digital
 Optical digital audio
 Wireless Bluetooth Streaming
 Wireless subwoofer
 Custom equalizer settings
 
 
 
  
 Location: B18

70€

2 1 JBL Cinema SB150, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Home theater 2.1 soundbar with compact wireless subwoofer
 The JBL Cinema SB150 introduces great cinema sound in your home for
far less than you would expect. The JBL Cinema SB150 is not only a
powerful and compact wireless subwoofer, it also allows you to stream your
favorite music from your phone or tablet via Bluetooth. Equipped with 3
different equalizer settings for optimal ease of use: '' News '', '' Music '' and ''
Film '' ensure the best listening experience for the different types of media.
You can set the volume of the subwoofer independently for extra control
over the bass performance. Easy to connect with a single cable on a flat
panel TV. The JBL Cinema SB150 delivers 150W of unparalleled sound and
is the ideal sound solution for your home.
 
 Functions
 
 
 Dolby® Digital
 Optical digital audio
 Wireless Bluetooth Streaming
 Wireless subwoofer
 Custom equalizer settings
 
 
 
  
 Location: B18

70€
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15 1 JBL Cinemabase, 2.2-ch soundbase, built-in subwoofer, black
 
 Home Cinema 2.2 all-in-one soundbase for television
 The JBL Cinema Base, designed as a supplement for your flat-screen TV.
Projects beautiful virtual surround sound in an elegant and complete
package. The all-in-one table-top shape is designed to fit up to 60 '' perfectly
under most TVs. Connection with a single cable to your TV via HDMI ?,
optical or analog connection, and wireless music playback via Bluetooth®
smartphone or tablet. 240 watts of power supply the built-in speakers,
including the integrated, independently adjustable subwoofer. Equipped with
Harman Volume, preventing sudden changes in volume level. With the
possibility of programming the volume control of each TV remote control,
giving you easy control over your movie sound experience. Use the USB
port on the side to charge your phone or tablet. The unique metallic speaker
grille is elegant and easy to clean.
 
  
 Location: B18

125€

16 1 JBL Cinemabase, 2.2-ch soundbase, built-in subwoofer, black
 
 Home Cinema 2.2 all-in-one soundbase for television
 The JBL Cinema Base, designed as a supplement for your flat-screen TV.
Projects beautiful virtual surround sound in an elegant and complete
package. The all-in-one table-top shape is designed to fit up to 60 '' perfectly
under most TVs. Connection with a single cable to your TV via HDMI ?,
optical or analog connection, and wireless music playback via Bluetooth®
smartphone or tablet. 240 watts of power supply the built-in speakers,
including the integrated, independently adjustable subwoofer. Equipped with
Harman Volume, preventing sudden changes in volume level. With the
possibility of programming the volume control of each TV remote control,
giving you easy control over your movie sound experience. Use the USB
port on the side to charge your phone or tablet. The unique metallic speaker
grille is elegant and easy to clean.
 
  
 Location: B18

125€

17 1 1 cinema base JBL,

The JBL Cinema Base is a powerful 2.2-channel soundplate that is
specifically designed to significantly improve the sound of your TV. The
virtual surround sound is powerfully reproduced by two 65mm (2.5 ")
speakers with two powerful 90mm (3.5") subwoofers. In total, the Cinema
Base offers a capacity of 240 watts. You simply place your TV on the Sound
Base and you can enjoy the best sound. In addition, you can stream your
favorite music wirelessly from your smartphone or tablet thanks to the
Bluetooth support. With the JBL Cinema Base you get a complete
soundplate with amazing JBL sound.
  
 Location: B18

80€
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27 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 270, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1, black
 Without original packaging.
 
  
 Location: B18

190€

28 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 270, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1, black
 Without original packaging.
 
  
 Location: B18

190€

29 1 JBL SCS140 5.1 Speaker System
 
  
 Location: B18

75€

30 1 HARMAN KARDON HKTS 30WQ, 2-way 5.1 LS surround system, white
high gloss (set)
 
 5.1 channel home theater and speaker system
 The HKTS 30 is a powerful 5.1 channel home cinema system with dual
mid-tone drivers in both the satellite speakers and the central speaker to
bring reality even closer. The 200 watt subwoofer does not shy away from
the lowest frequencies - and does away with people talking during the
movie.
 
 
 
  
 Location: B18

199€

35 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni 20, wireless multiroom LS, BT, firecast, white
 
 Wireless HD stereo speaker
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the press of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Omni 20 is a completely wireless HD stereo audio
system.
 
 It fills your room with clear sound thanks to Harman's expertise in audio
technology. Music is always available everywhere in your home. Install
multiple speakers and enjoy wireless sound at the push of a button. Play
different music in different rooms or stream the same song throughout your
house in party mode. Our App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless
access to all music from your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€
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38 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni 20, wireless multiroom LS, BT, firecast, black
 
 Wireless HD stereo speaker
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the press of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Omni 20 is a completely wireless HD stereo audio
system.
 
 It fills your room with clear sound thanks to Harman's expertise in audio
technology. Music is always available everywhere in your home. Install
multiple speakers and enjoy wireless sound at the push of a button. Play
different music in different rooms or stream the same song throughout your
house in party mode. Our App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless
access to all music from your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€

47 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni 10, wireless multiroom LS, BT, firecast, black
 
 Wireless HD speaker
 Wireless room-filling sound at the push of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Omni 10 is a completely wireless HD audio system.
 
 It fills your room with clear sound thanks to Harman's expertise in audio
technology. Music is always available everywhere in your home. Install
multiple speakers and enjoy wireless sound at the push of a button. Play
different music in different rooms or stream the same song throughout your
house in party mode. Our App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless
access to all music from your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
  
 Location: B18

75€

56 1 JBL SB 100, 2.1 soundbar
 
  
 Location: B18

49€

57 1 JBL SB 100, 2.1 soundbar
 
  
 Location: B18

49€

58 1 JBL SB 100, 2.1 soundbar
 
  
 Location: B18

49€
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59 1 JBL SB 100, 2.1 soundbar
 
  
 Location: B18

49€

60 1 JBL SB 100, 2.1 soundbar
 
  
 Location: B18

49€

61 1 JBL SB 100, 2.1 soundbar
 
  
 Location: B18

49€

62 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS280, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1, BT, AP, black
 
 2.1-channel, 130 watt, 3D Blu-ray Disc? System with AirPlay and
Bluetooth® technology
 The technology of tomorrow in a new design
 
 High-performance, 2.1 CHANNEL, HOME ENTERTAINMENT System
provides direct access to all your portable media. The Harman Kardon®
BDS 280 is an elegant, high-performance, 3D Blu-ray Disc ™ system that
redefines the capabilities of Blu-ray. With three HDMI® inputs with 3D:
HDMI Audio Return Channel (ARC) for compatible TVs: Wi-Fi® network
connectivity, eliminating the need for a wired Ethernet connection: Apple
AirPlay for streaming content from your iPad, iPhone, iPod or iTunes on
your Mac or PC: Bluetooth® MultiConnect? technology for simultaneous
coupling of two devices: NFC for simple Bluetooth® coupling and DLNA®
1.5. With the BDS 280, can you also connect to Pandora®, Picasa,
AccuWeather? and other online services (if available). Harman Kardon's
legendary best-in-class sound technology brings Dolby TrueHD and DTS
Digital Surround to life. With Dolby Volume you can hear everything as
originally intended, without disturbing the neighbors. Optimize your listening
experience with the EzSet / EQ? speaker calibration system. Setting up and
using the system is simple and enjoyable thanks to the attractive and
attractive high-definition graphical interface or with the free remote app for
iOS and Android. In other words, the BDS 280 increases the standards of
what you expect from a Blu-ray system.
 
  
 Location: B18

290€
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63 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 270, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1, black
 
  
 Location: B18

250€

64 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 270, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1, black
 
  
 Location: B18

250€

65 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 577B 5.1 Integrated System, BT & Airplay
 
  
 Location: B18

315€

67 1 HARMAN KARDON AVR255_230, HK 7.1 reveiver
 
  
 Location: B18

190€

68 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, 1 JBL SB 400SUB / 230
 Location: B18

200€

69 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, 1 JBL SB 400SUB / 230
 Location: B18

200€

70 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, 1 JBL SB 400SUB / 230
 Location: B18

200€
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71 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, 1 JBL SB 400SUB / 230
 Location: B18

200€

72 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, 1 JBL SB 400SUB / 230
 Location: B18

200€

73 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, 1 JBL SB 400SUB / 230
 Location: B18

200€

74 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, 1 JBL SB 400SUB / 230
 Location: B18

200€

75 1 JBL SB 400CNTR / 230, without packaging and accessories.
 
  
 Location: B18

75€

76 1 JBL Cinema SB350, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Home cinema 2.1 soundbar with wireless subwoofer
 The CINEMA SB350, designed for use with compatible TVs. Projects
stunning virtual surround sound in a compact and simple package. The
device offers wireless coupling on the subwoofer and can be connected to a
TV with a single cable. Playback is also possible via Bluetooth-enabled
smartphones or tablets. The device reminds up to 10 different Bluetooth
devices to connect directly. It can learn the volume control of each TV
remote control for easy operation of your Home Cinema system. An EQ
button on the wall or table calibrates the SB350 for each type of installation.
And with the independent volume control of the subwoofer you can adjust
the bass response to your personal taste.
 
  
 Location: B18

75€
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78 1 JBL Cinema SB250, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 
 The JBL Cinema SB250, designed for any flat-screen TV, offers stunning
virtual surround sound in an elegant and simple device.
 
 It can be connected wirelessly to the compact, powerful subwoofer and can
be connected to a TV with a single cable. It can simultaneously enhance
your viewing experience with advanced wireless Bluetooth streaming
features like JBL SoundShift ?, that works simultaneously with your TV and
wireless mobile device and allows you to automatically switch between the
sound of your TV and the audio from your phone or tablet .
 
 JBL Cinema SB250 can learn the volume control of any TV remote for easy
operation of your Home Cinema system. A wall and table EQ switch
calibrates the SB250 for each type of installation and with the independent
volume control of the subwoofer you can adjust the bass response to your
personal preference.
 
 Features and benefits
 
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 All-in-one wireless solution
 Single cable connection
 Teaching TV remote control
 JBL SoundShift?
 Dolby® Digital and Harman Surround
 Harman Volume
 
  
 Location: B18

99€
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79 1 JBL Cinema SB250, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 
 The JBL Cinema SB250, designed for any flat-screen TV, offers stunning
virtual surround sound in an elegant and simple device.
 
 It can be connected wirelessly to the compact, powerful subwoofer and can
be connected to a TV with a single cable. It can simultaneously enhance
your viewing experience with advanced wireless Bluetooth streaming
features like JBL SoundShift ?, that works simultaneously with your TV and
wireless mobile device and allows you to automatically switch between the
sound of your TV and the audio from your phone or tablet .
 
 JBL Cinema SB250 can learn the volume control of any TV remote for easy
operation of your Home Cinema system. A wall and table EQ switch
calibrates the SB250 for each type of installation and with the independent
volume control of the subwoofer you can adjust the bass response to your
personal preference.
 
 Features and benefits
 
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 All-in-one wireless solution
 Single cable connection
 Teaching TV remote control
 JBL SoundShift?
 Dolby® Digital and Harman Surround
 Harman Volume
 
  
 Location: B18

99€
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80 1 JBL Cinema SB250, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 
 The JBL Cinema SB250, designed for any flat-screen TV, offers stunning
virtual surround sound in an elegant and simple device.
 
 It can be connected wirelessly to the compact, powerful subwoofer and can
be connected to a TV with a single cable. It can simultaneously enhance
your viewing experience with advanced wireless Bluetooth streaming
features like JBL SoundShift ?, that works simultaneously with your TV and
wireless mobile device and allows you to automatically switch between the
sound of your TV and the audio from your phone or tablet .
 
 JBL Cinema SB250 can learn the volume control of any TV remote for easy
operation of your Home Cinema system. A wall and table EQ switch
calibrates the SB250 for each type of installation and with the independent
volume control of the subwoofer you can adjust the bass response to your
personal preference.
 
 Features and benefits
 
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 All-in-one wireless solution
 Single cable connection
 Teaching TV remote control
 JBL SoundShift?
 Dolby® Digital and Harman Surround
 Harman Volume
 
  
 Location: B18

99€
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82 1 JBL Cinema SB250, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 
 The JBL Cinema SB250, designed for any flat-screen TV, offers stunning
virtual surround sound in an elegant and simple device.
 
 It can be connected wirelessly to the compact, powerful subwoofer and can
be connected to a TV with a single cable. It can simultaneously enhance
your viewing experience with advanced wireless Bluetooth streaming
features like JBL SoundShift ?, that works simultaneously with your TV and
wireless mobile device and allows you to automatically switch between the
sound of your TV and the audio from your phone or tablet .
 
 JBL Cinema SB250 can learn the volume control of any TV remote for easy
operation of your Home Cinema system. A wall and table EQ switch
calibrates the SB250 for each type of installation and with the independent
volume control of the subwoofer you can adjust the bass response to your
personal preference.
 
 Features and benefits
 
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 All-in-one wireless solution
 Single cable connection
 Teaching TV remote control
 JBL SoundShift?
 Dolby® Digital and Harman Surround
 Harman Volume
 
  
 Location: B18

99€
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83 1 JBL Cinema SB250, 2.1-ch soundbar, wireless subwoofer, black
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 
 The JBL Cinema SB250, designed for any flat-screen TV, offers stunning
virtual surround sound in an elegant and simple device.
 
 It can be connected wirelessly to the compact, powerful subwoofer and can
be connected to a TV with a single cable. It can simultaneously enhance
your viewing experience with advanced wireless Bluetooth streaming
features like JBL SoundShift ?, that works simultaneously with your TV and
wireless mobile device and allows you to automatically switch between the
sound of your TV and the audio from your phone or tablet .
 
 JBL Cinema SB250 can learn the volume control of any TV remote for easy
operation of your Home Cinema system. A wall and table EQ switch
calibrates the SB250 for each type of installation and with the independent
volume control of the subwoofer you can adjust the bass response to your
personal preference.
 
 Features and benefits
 
 
 Provides cinema-quality sound for every flat-screen TV
 All-in-one wireless solution
 Single cable connection
 Teaching TV remote control
 JBL SoundShift?
 Dolby® Digital and Harman Surround
 Harman Volume
 
  
 Location: B18

99€

84 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 370, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1 LS surround set,
white
 
  
 Location: B18

300€

85 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 370, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1 LS surround set,
white
 
  
 Location: B18

300€

86 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 335, 2.1 system, DLNA, BT, WIFI, incl. HKTS
335, black
 
  
 Location: B18

190€
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87 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 335, 2.1 system, DLNA, BT, WIFI, incl. HKTS
335, black
 
  
 Location: B18

190€

88 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 480, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1, BT, AP, white
 
 2.1-channel, 130-watt, Home Entertainment System with AirPlay and
Bluetooth® technology
 The technology of tomorrow has found a new home
 
 High-quality 2.1-channel home entertainment system with direct access to
all your portable devices.
 
 The Harman Kardon® BDS 480 is an elegant, high-performance, 3D Blu-
ray DiscTM system that takes Blu-ray performance to the next level. It
features three HDMI® inputs with 3D: HDMI Audio Return Channel (ARC)
for suitable TVs: Wi-Fi® networking capabilities, making a wireless Ethernet
connection redundant: Apple AirPlay for streaming content for your iPad,
iPhone, iPod, or iTunes on your Mac or PC: Bluetooth® MultiConnectTM
technology for simultaneous pairing of two devices: NFC for easy
Bluetooth® connection and DLNA® 1.5. With the BDS 480 you can also
connect to Pandora®, Picasa, AccuWeatherTM and other online services (if
available).
 
 Harman Kardon's legendary best-in-class sound technology brings Dolby
TrueHD and DTS Digital Surround to life. With Dolby Volume you will hear
everything as originally intended, without disturbing the neighbors. Optimize
your listening experience with the EzSet / EQTM speaker calibration
system. Setting up and using the system is simple and enjoyable thanks to
the clear and attractive high-definition graphical interface or with the freely
available remote app for iOS and Android.
 
 Two powerful, voice-matched satellites with dual flat panel midrange drivers
and an additional 200 watt active subwoofer provide a compelling,
immersive sound field. In other words, the BDS 480 increases the standards
of what you expect from a Home Entertainment System.
 
  
 Location: B18

390€
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89 1 HARMAN KARDON BDS 480, blu-ray disc receiver 2.1, BT, AP, white
 
 2.1-channel, 130-watt, Home Entertainment System with AirPlay and
Bluetooth® technology
 The technology of tomorrow has found a new home
 
 High-quality 2.1-channel home entertainment system with direct access to
all your portable devices.
 
 The Harman Kardon® BDS 480 is an elegant, high-performance, 3D Blu-
ray DiscTM system that takes Blu-ray performance to the next level. It
features three HDMI® inputs with 3D: HDMI Audio Return Channel (ARC)
for suitable TVs: Wi-Fi® networking capabilities, making a wireless Ethernet
connection redundant: Apple AirPlay for streaming content for your iPad,
iPhone, iPod, or iTunes on your Mac or PC: Bluetooth® MultiConnectTM
technology for simultaneous pairing of two devices: NFC for easy
Bluetooth® connection and DLNA® 1.5. With the BDS 480 you can also
connect to Pandora®, Picasa, AccuWeatherTM and other online services (if
available).
 
 Harman Kardon's legendary best-in-class sound technology brings Dolby
TrueHD and DTS Digital Surround to life. With Dolby Volume you will hear
everything as originally intended, without disturbing the neighbors. Optimize
your listening experience with the EzSet / EQTM speaker calibration
system. Setting up and using the system is simple and enjoyable thanks to
the clear and attractive high-definition graphical interface or with the freely
available remote app for iOS and Android.
 
 Two powerful, voice-matched satellites with dual flat panel midrange drivers
and an additional 200 watt active subwoofer provide a compelling,
immersive sound field. In other words, the BDS 480 increases the standards
of what you expect from a Home Entertainment System.
 
  
 Location: B18

390€

93 1 JBL OnBeat Black
 
  
 Location: B18

15€

96 1 CANTON DM 50. 2.1 virtual surround system, black
 
 Increasing picture resolution, decreasing sound quality: Anyone who buys a
flat screen TV today usually needs an additional external sound solution.
Here the combination of stereo system and home cinema system is
becoming more and more popular. Powerful 2.1 virtual surround systems
combine many options with outstanding film and HiFi sound.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€
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97 1 CANTON DM 50. 2.1 virtual surround system, black
 
 Increasing picture resolution, decreasing sound quality: Anyone who buys a
flat screen TV today usually needs an additional external sound solution.
Here the combination of stereo system and home cinema system is
becoming more and more popular. Powerful 2.1 virtual surround systems
combine many options with outstanding film and HiFi sound.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€

98 1 CANTON DM 50. 2.1 virtual surround system, black
 
 Increasing picture resolution, decreasing sound quality: Anyone who buys a
flat screen TV today usually needs an additional external sound solution.
Here the combination of stereo system and home cinema system is
becoming more and more popular. Powerful 2.1 virtual surround systems
combine many options with outstanding film and HiFi sound.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€

100 1 HARMAN KARDON AVR161, 5.1 receiver, BT, Internet radio, USB
 
 425 watts, 5.1 channel, AVR for network use with Bluetooth connectivity
 Transform your living space into your own private screening room
 
 This 425 watt, high-performance, 5.1-channel A / V receiver offers you
more ways to connect with your favorite music, movies and television
programs.
 
 There are endless ways to access and store your favorite media from
external hard drives to set-top boxes and smartphones. But if your home
audio / video receiver does not offer you options to connect to these media,
you hardly have anything to do with it. The Harman Kardon® AVR 161
offers you an easy way to connect with everything you love. This 425-watt,
5.1-channel audio / video receiver for network use is bursting with options
that allow you to access your media. It offers five pre-prepared HDMI®
inputs, including one compatible with MHL, giving you more than enough
ways to access content on your HD cable box, Blu-ray player, with MHL
equipped portable devices or Roku Streaming Stick? -dongle. It also offers
DLNA® 1.5 networking and HARMAN TrueStream Bluetooth® technology,
allowing you to stream hi-fi audio from your mobile devices.
 
 As far as sound is concerned, the AVR 161 offers our exclusive Natural
Sound Processing (NSP), which provides a rich, all-round sound from any
source, especially with two-channel streaming content. And the automatic
calibration of the system via the new EZSet / EQ? III process ensures the
very best sound based on your speakers and listening environment. And
with HARMAN GreenEdge ™ technology, the AVR 161 is also
environmentally friendly.
 
Excl. Remote Control
  
 Location: B18

90€
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103 1 HARMAN KARDON AVR151, 5.1 receiver, USB
 
 375 watt, 5.1 channel audio / video receiver for network use
 Lighter closet. Greater sound
 
 This 375-watt, high-performance, 5.1-channel A / V receiver makes your
music, movies and television programs sound better than ever. Whether it's
your Blu-ray player, HD cable set-top box or game console, you definitely
want the best picture and sound quality. And you need one simple way to
connect all of them. The Harman Kardon® AVR 151 is a 5.1-channel audio /
video receiver for network use that offers four 3D-ready HDMI® inputs with
4K pass-through. Once connected and ready. With DLNA® 1.5 you can
stream audio from your network devices and the built-in vTuner? Internet
radio connects you to a whole world of online audio entertainment. The
versatile and muscular AVR 151 can deliver up to 375 watts. This allows
you to enjoy powerful audio with the clarity you love about Harman Kardon
products. And the receiver is even lighter, thanks to HARMAN GreenEdge
certification. You experience real power, but in an environmentally friendly
format. And for people who like more control, the Harman Kardon Remote
app is available for download. It offers you the freedom to control your home
theater experience with optimal comfort via your own device. The slim,
lightweight and powerful Harman Kardon AVR 151 offers the perfect
balance between versatility and superb sound.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€

104 1 HARMAN KARDON AVR151S, 5.1 AV receiver, spotify, USB, black
 
 375 watt, 5.1 channel audio / video receiver for network use
 Lighter closet. Greater sound
 
 This 375-watt, high-performance, 5.1-channel A / V receiver makes your
music, movies and television programs sound better than ever. Whether it's
your Blu-ray player, HD cable set-top box or game console, you definitely
want the best picture and sound quality. And you need one simple way to
connect all of them. The Harman Kardon® AVR 151 is a 5.1-channel audio /
video receiver for network use that offers four 3D-ready HDMI® inputs with
4K pass-through. Once connected and ready. With DLNA® 1.5 you can
stream audio from your network devices and the built-in vTuner? Internet
radio connects you to a whole world of online audio entertainment. The
versatile and muscular AVR 151 can deliver up to 375 watts. This allows
you to enjoy powerful audio with the clarity you love about Harman Kardon
products. And the receiver is even lighter, thanks to HARMAN GreenEdge
certification. You experience real power, but in an environmentally friendly
format. And for people who like more control, the Harman Kardon Remote
app is available for download. It offers you the freedom to control your home
theater experience with optimal comfort via your own device. The slim,
lightweight and powerful Harman Kardon AVR 151 offers the perfect
balance between versatility and superb sound.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€
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105 1 HARMAN KARDON AVR151S, 5.1 AV receiver, spotify, USB, black
 
 375 watt, 5.1 channel audio / video receiver for network use
 Lighter closet. Greater sound
 
 This 375-watt, high-performance, 5.1-channel A / V receiver makes your
music, movies and television programs sound better than ever. Whether it's
your Blu-ray player, HD cable set-top box or game console, you definitely
want the best picture and sound quality. And you need one simple way to
connect all of them. The Harman Kardon® AVR 151 is a 5.1-channel audio /
video receiver for network use that offers four 3D-ready HDMI® inputs with
4K pass-through. Once connected and ready. With DLNA® 1.5 you can
stream audio from your network devices and the built-in vTuner? Internet
radio connects you to a whole world of online audio entertainment. The
versatile and muscular AVR 151 can deliver up to 375 watts. This allows
you to enjoy powerful audio with the clarity you love about Harman Kardon
products. And the receiver is even lighter, thanks to HARMAN GreenEdge
certification. You experience real power, but in an environmentally friendly
format. And for people who like more control, the Harman Kardon Remote
app is available for download. It offers you the freedom to control your home
theater experience with optimal comfort via your own device. The slim,
lightweight and powerful Harman Kardon AVR 151 offers the perfect
balance between versatility and superb sound.
 
  
 Location: B18

90€

107 1 HARMAN KARDON AVR 270, 7.1 surround receiver, 100W / ch, black
 
  
 Location: B18

190€

108 1 JBL Pebbles, desktop LS 2.0, USB, white
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€

109 1 JBL Pebbles, desktop LS 2.0, USB, white
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€

112 1 JBL Soundfly Air White
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€
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113 1 JBL JBL On Stage Micro II White
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

9€

114 1 JBL On Tour Micro Wireless, ultra portable LS, black
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€

116 1 JBL SYNCHROS E30, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, blue
 
 On-ear headphones with powerful JBL audio and a progressive design
 Switch to the superior sound and styling of the JBL Synchros E30.
Improved frequency response, (ergonomically) user-friendly fit and
smartphone-friendly functions (functionalities) keep you connected and
mobile. JBL represents the essence (of reproduction) of quality audio and
the new E-series headphones are no exception. Designed with passion and
many functions (packed with functionalities) that improve your lifestyle, this
smartphone-friendly headset has 40mm drivers with PureBass performance
with an extensive (expansive) frequency response and a bass that you can
feel. Put on these close-fitting headphones and relax with the (comfortable)
comfortable ear cushions that envelop your ears. Its striking (distinctive) 3-D
swivel hinges with aluminum accents offer freedom of movement, and a
choice of five vibrant colors expresses your personality. Add a detachable,
OS (agnostic) cable with an inline remote control / microphone and you
have full control '' within (finger) hand range ''.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

30€

120 1 JBL REFLECT I, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, blue
 
 In-ear sports headphones (IOS)
 Your ultimate training partner. You know how to formulate your goals. The
JBL headphones make it easier to reach. Sound of top level combined with
a perfect fit offers you the optimal possibilities to train and to push your
limits. The striking reflective cord ensures that you are visible in the night.
Due to the custom-adjustable cable lengths it has never been easier to set
the perfect fit. The robust design, which is resistant to perspiration and is
ready for all conditions combined with the legendary sound of JBL, brings
the headphones closer to your goals.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€
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121 1 JBL REFLECT I, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, blue
 
 In-ear sports headphones (IOS)
 Your ultimate training partner. You know how to formulate your goals. The
JBL headphones make it easier to reach. Sound of top level combined with
a perfect fit offers you the optimal possibilities to train and to push your
limits. The striking reflective cord ensures that you are visible in the night.
Due to the custom-adjustable cable lengths it has never been easier to set
the perfect fit. The robust design, which is resistant to perspiration and is
ready for all conditions combined with the legendary sound of JBL, brings
the headphones closer to your goals.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€

122 1 JBL REFLECT I, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, blue
 
 In-ear sports headphones (IOS)
 Your ultimate training partner. You know how to formulate your goals. The
JBL headphones make it easier to reach. Sound of top level combined with
a perfect fit offers you the optimal possibilities to train and to push your
limits. The striking reflective cord ensures that you are visible in the night.
Due to the custom-adjustable cable lengths it has never been easier to set
the perfect fit. The robust design, which is resistant to perspiration and is
ready for all conditions combined with the legendary sound of JBL, brings
the headphones closer to your goals.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€

123 1 JBL REFLECT I, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, blue
 
 In-ear sports headphones (IOS)
 Your ultimate training partner. You know how to formulate your goals. The
JBL headphones make it easier to reach. Sound of top level combined with
a perfect fit offers you the optimal possibilities to train and to push your
limits. The striking reflective cord ensures that you are visible in the night.
Due to the custom-adjustable cable lengths it has never been easier to set
the perfect fit. The robust design, which is resistant to perspiration and is
ready for all conditions combined with the legendary sound of JBL, brings
the headphones closer to your goals.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€
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124 1 JBL REFLECT I, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, blue
 
 In-ear sports headphones (IOS)
 Your ultimate training partner. You know how to formulate your goals. The
JBL headphones make it easier to reach. Sound of top level combined with
a perfect fit offers you the optimal possibilities to train and to push your
limits. The striking reflective cord ensures that you are visible in the night.
Due to the custom-adjustable cable lengths it has never been easier to set
the perfect fit. The robust design, which is resistant to perspiration and is
ready for all conditions combined with the legendary sound of JBL, brings
the headphones closer to your goals.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€

125 1 JBL REFLECT I, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, blue
 
 In-ear sports headphones (IOS)
 Your ultimate training partner. You know how to formulate your goals. The
JBL headphones make it easier to reach. Sound of top level combined with
a perfect fit offers you the optimal possibilities to train and to push your
limits. The striking reflective cord ensures that you are visible in the night.
Due to the custom-adjustable cable lengths it has never been easier to set
the perfect fit. The robust design, which is resistant to perspiration and is
ready for all conditions combined with the legendary sound of JBL, brings
the headphones closer to your goals.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€
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127 1 JBL REFLECT AWARE, in-ear Active Noise Canceling, HPH, black
 
 The versatile JBL Reflect Aware '' sports earphone delivers both the best in
class noise and the ambient noise during workouts
 
 Stay informed while staying active
 
 Get what you get in.
 
 The new JBL Reflect Aware '' sports earphones deliver both the best in
class noise and the ability to mix in sound from your environment for greater
awareness when you want it, the most versatile sports headphone on the
market.
 
 Designed for sport with a unique reflective design, the JBL Reflect Aware ''
earphones, feature legendary JBL sound and ergonomic fit design that
keeps the earpieces in place regardless of the intensity of your workout
routine. Sweatproof and available in blue, black, red, teal, the JBL Reflect
Aware '' earphones require no battery because they draw power and digital
audio from the lightning connector on Apple devices.
 
 
 
 Features
 
 
 Noise Cancellation
 Adaptive Noise Control
 Lightning Connector
 JBL Signature Sound
 Sweat proof
 Ergonomic Ear-Tips
 Reflective cables
 
 
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

59€
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128 1 JBL REFLECT AWARE, in-ear Active Noise Canceling, HPH, black
 
 The versatile JBL Reflect Aware '' sports earphone delivers both the best in
class noise and the ambient noise during workouts
 
 Stay informed while staying active
 
 Get what you get in.
 
 The new JBL Reflect Aware '' sports earphones deliver both the best in
class noise and the ability to mix in sound from your environment for greater
awareness when you want it, the most versatile sports headphone on the
market.
 
 Designed for sport with a unique reflective design, the JBL Reflect Aware ''
earphones, feature legendary JBL sound and ergonomic fit design that
keeps the earpieces in place regardless of the intensity of your workout
routine. Sweatproof and available in blue, black, red, teal, the JBL Reflect
Aware '' earphones require no battery because they draw power and digital
audio from the lightning connector on Apple devices.
 
 
 
 Features
 
 
 Noise Cancellation
 Adaptive Noise Control
 Lightning Connector
 JBL Signature Sound
 Sweat proof
 Ergonomic Ear-Tips
 Reflective cables
 
 
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

59€
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129 1 JBL REFLECT AWARE, in-ear Active Noise Canceling, HPH, black
 
 The versatile JBL Reflect Aware '' sports earphone delivers both the best in
class noise and the ambient noise during workouts
 
 Stay informed while staying active
 
 Get what you get in.
 
 The new JBL Reflect Aware '' sports earphones deliver both the best in
class noise and the ability to mix in sound from your environment for greater
awareness when you want it, the most versatile sports headphone on the
market.
 
 Designed for sport with a unique reflective design, the JBL Reflect Aware ''
earphones, feature legendary JBL sound and ergonomic fit design that
keeps the earpieces in place regardless of the intensity of your workout
routine. Sweatproof and available in blue, black, red, teal, the JBL Reflect
Aware '' earphones require no battery because they draw power and digital
audio from the lightning connector on Apple devices.
 
 
 
 Features
 
 
 Noise Cancellation
 Adaptive Noise Control
 Lightning Connector
 JBL Signature Sound
 Sweat proof
 Ergonomic Ear-Tips
 Reflective cables
 
 
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

59€
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130 1 JBL SYNCHROS E10, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, white
 
 In-ear headphones with a full spectrum of JBL audio with a modern look
 Switch to JBL quality audio in in-ear headphones with enhanced frequency
response, a comfortable fit and tablet / smartphone-friendly functionalities to
keep you connected and mobile. JBL is well aware that there is a need for
quality audio and therefore designed this (robust) bold headset (new profile)
for a modern mobile lifestyle. The JBL Synchros E10 in-ear headset is easy
to use for tablets and smartphones (is a tablet / smartphone-friendly
solution), which opens the door to a full spectrum of JBL quality audio
thanks to PureBass performance and 8 mm drivers. From its essential
functionalities, such as an optimal, comfortable fit, lightweight design,
modern design (progressive styling) - in a variety of colors to choose from -
to its convenient, inline, one-button remote control / microphone and
increased frequency range. You will be amazed at the performance that will
undoubtedly exceed your highest (boldest) expectations. (The extra) A big
plus is the (of a) supplied light (weight) carrying bag, to safely transport your
E10, (underlines its portability). A purchase of this modern designed
headphone will provide you with the best possible sound at an affordable
price. (Why would you deny yourself the best possible sound when there is
an affordable in-ear headset, which is undeniably proof of your good taste?)
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€

131 1 JBL SYNCHROS S300I MFI, On-ear HPH, mic / rm, black / gray
 
 Premium On-Ear stereo headphones. Experience the revolution in portable
sound
 You can now experience a sonic revolution in a portable form. The new JBL
Synchros S300 breaks with the traditional design of headphones. The S300
is lightweight but durable, has a steel headband and leather ear cushions.
Comfort for hours of listening pleasure. The S300, inspired by the same JBL
sound systems used in the most prestigious clubs in the world, delivers a
balanced sound experience with great clarity and deep, powerful bass.
Extremely compact thanks to rotatable and foldable ear cups. The S300 is
available in 6 colors and is compatible with iOS and other smartphones.
 
 
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

25€
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133 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

134 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€
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135 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

136 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€
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137 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

138 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€
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139 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

140 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€
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141 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, red
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

142 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€
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143 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

144 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€
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146 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

147 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€
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148 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

149 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

150 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

151 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

152 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

153 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

154 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

155 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

156 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

157 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

158 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

159 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

160 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

161 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, teal
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

162 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

163 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

164 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

165 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

166 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

167 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

168 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

169 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

170 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

171 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

172 1 AKG Y40, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, yellow
 
 High-performance foldable headphones with universal in-line microphone
and remote control
 The look and feel of inspiring sound
 
 The AKG Y 40s deliver AKG-quality sound in a lightweight, on-ear headset
designed to exceed your demands of functionality, convenience and
portability.
 
 The new AKG Y 40 is an on-ear, small headphone, perfect for enjoying
your sound quality. Designed to provide more than just better sound
performance. A valuable solution to make your life easier thanks to the easy
connectivity with smartphones, hands-free convenience, appealing design
and the headset can be folded up while traveling. Hours of enjoyment by the
comfort that the AKG Y 40 brings with it. Make a statement and ensure an
ideal listening experience to motivate you along the way. Experience sound
quality that you expect from AKG combined with ease, comfort, portability
and functionality in a smaller headset that fits well with your mobile lifestyle.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

19€

173 1 AKG Y40, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 High-performance foldable headphones with universal in-line microphone
and remote control
 The look and feel of inspiring sound
 
 The AKG Y 40s deliver AKG-quality sound in a lightweight, on-ear headset
designed to exceed your demands of functionality, convenience and
portability.
 
 The new AKG Y 40 is an on-ear, small headphone, perfect for enjoying
your sound quality. Designed to provide more than just better sound
performance. A valuable solution to make your life easier thanks to the easy
connectivity with smartphones, hands-free convenience, appealing design
and the headset can be folded up while traveling. Hours of enjoyment by the
comfort that the AKG Y 40 brings with it. Make a statement and ensure an
ideal listening experience to motivate you along the way. Experience sound
quality that you expect from AKG combined with ease, comfort, portability
and functionality in a smaller headset that fits well with your mobile lifestyle.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

19€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

175 1 AKG Y50, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black (faulty packaging)
 
 On-ear headphones with in-line 1-key universal remote / microphone cable
 AKG takes the pleasure of listening seriously
 
 AKG sound quality in comfortable headphones designed to meet the
demands of an on-the-go lifestyle. An inspiring sense of styling that makes a
statement about what is important to you.
 
 Phenomenal sound is inspiring. To this end, a product has been developed
to relax despite the heavy demands in daily life. With additional features to
transform previous generations of headphones into a full-service
connectivity device that is indispensable. AKG level sound is isolated and
enclosed in a closed sound box ear cup design so that any other sound,
except what is important to you, is excluded. With its lightweight and
comfortable design, this is your perfect excuse to listen to hours from your
lazy chair - and switch between conversations and music. A 1.2 meter long
adjustable cable provides extra freedom of movement and the choice to use
different devices. With the inline remote / microphone, hands-free calling
and listening is easy. If you are in a hurry, the foldable 3D-Axis design offers
the possibility to fold up the headset and carry it in a soft pouch. The daring
new design gives you a choice of four beautiful colors and the recognizable
logo shows your good taste. An eye-catcher for everyone. With a jealous
sound quality.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

29€

176 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni Adapt, wireless multiroom adapter, BT, firecast,
white
 
 Wireless HD Audio adapter
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the touch of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Adapt a wireless, pure HD audio stereo adapter.
 
 It updates your existing Hi-Fi equipment with pure, clear sound thanks to
Harman's expertise in audio technology. Music is always available
everywhere in your home. Install multiple speakers or an adapter and enjoy
wireless sound at the push of a button. Play different music in different
rooms or stream the same song throughout your house in party mode. Our
App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless access to all music from
your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

177 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni Adapt, wireless multiroom adapter, BT, firecast,
black
 
 Wireless HD Audio adapter
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the touch of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Adapt a wireless, pure HD audio stereo adapter.
 
 It updates your existing Hi-Fi equipment with pure, clear sound thanks to
Harman's expertise in audio technology. Music is always available
everywhere in your home. Install multiple speakers or an adapter and enjoy
wireless sound at the push of a button. Play different music in different
rooms or stream the same song throughout your house in party mode. Our
App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless access to all music from
your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
 .
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€

178 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni Adapt, wireless multiroom adapter, BT, firecast,
black
 
 Wireless HD Audio adapter
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the touch of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Adapt a wireless, pure HD audio stereo adapter.
 
 It updates your existing Hi-Fi equipment with pure, clear sound thanks to
Harman's expertise in audio technology. Music is always available
everywhere in your home. Install multiple speakers or an adapter and enjoy
wireless sound at the push of a button. Play different music in different
rooms or stream the same song throughout your house in party mode. Our
App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless access to all music from
your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
 .
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

179 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni Adapt, wireless multiroom adapter, BT, firecast,
black
 
 Wireless HD Audio adapter
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the touch of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Adapt a wireless, pure HD audio stereo adapter.
 
 It updates your existing Hi-Fi equipment with pure, clear sound thanks to
Harman's expertise in audio technology. Music is always available
everywhere in your home. Install multiple speakers or an adapter and enjoy
wireless sound at the push of a button. Play different music in different
rooms or stream the same song throughout your house in party mode. Our
App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless access to all music from
your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
 .
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€

180 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni Adapt, wireless multiroom adapter, BT, firecast,
black
 
 Wireless HD Audio adapter
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the touch of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Adapt a wireless, pure HD audio stereo adapter.
 
 It updates your existing Hi-Fi equipment with pure, clear sound thanks to
Harman's expertise in audio technology. Music is always available
everywhere in your home. Install multiple speakers or an adapter and enjoy
wireless sound at the push of a button. Play different music in different
rooms or stream the same song throughout your house in party mode. Our
App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless access to all music from
your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
 .
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

181 1 HARMAN KARDON Omni Adapt, wireless multiroom adapter, BT, firecast,
black
 
 Wireless HD Audio adapter
 Wireless room-filling stereo sound at the touch of a button
 
 The Harman Kardon Adapt a wireless, pure HD audio stereo adapter.
 
 It updates your existing Hi-Fi equipment with pure, clear sound thanks to
Harman's expertise in audio technology. Music is always available
everywhere in your home. Install multiple speakers or an adapter and enjoy
wireless sound at the push of a button. Play different music in different
rooms or stream the same song throughout your house in party mode. Our
App and Bluetooth function gives you seamless access to all music from
your phone or your favorite Apps.
 
 .
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€

183 1 AKG Y15, in-ear HPH, blue
 
 Lightweight headphone for ears with volume control
 The AKG Y15 is anything but typical of the earphone category.
 
 They meet the same high standards of technical excellence in every
respect as all other AKG products. They may be small and light, but they
are designed in such a way that the same AKG standards for sound quality,
comfort, versatility and functionality are met. Listen for yourself. Realize that
you can have the best of everything in a human-friendly, versatile, semi-
open headset with earplugs that help you stay connected to all your favorite
devices, from iPhone® to iPod® and beyond. The AKG Y15 is small but
dynamic and is the perfect sound solution for the modern lifestyle on the
move. Sound quality is an asset with AKG products.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€

184 1 JBL SYNCHROS S100I MFI, in-ear HPH, mic / rm, black
 
 Advanced in-ear stereo headphones. Ultra-light craftsmanship-powerful
sound
 The new JBL Synchros S100 delivers unparalleled sound in a
contemporary design. Because of the cast aluminum earplugs with metal
accents, these in-ear headphones are in a class of their own. The angled
earplugs and special flat cable guarantee a comfortable and stable fit for
hours of listening pleasure without knots in the cord. The S100, based on
JBL sound systems used in the most prestigious clubs of the world, delivers
a balanced sound experience with great clarity and deep, powerful bass.
Available in 2 colors, Onyx and Glacier, and 2 configurations: Apple 3-key
remote cable or universal 3-key remote cable. Whatever you choose, the
Synchros S100 takes your portable listening pleasure to the next level.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

185 1 JBL JBL On Stage Micro III Black
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

7€

186 1 JBL JBL Jembe Black
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

19€

188 1 JBL T300 A Tempo, on-ear HPH, mic / rm, black / silver
 
 On-ear headphones with a remote control / microphone available in
different colors
 JBL engineers use years of experience building the best speakers in the
world to develop these noise-canceling, lightweight, comfortable
headphones with typical JBL sound. The 40mm T300A drivers generate
high sensitivity, better frequency response and deep, powerful and accurate
PureBass performance. So you get optimal view of your favorite music. And
because we know that headphones are an extension of your personal taste,
the JBL T300 is available in different colors and equipped with a durable
cable for trouble-free listening. In addition to the adjustable, padded
headband and padded ear cups, there is an in-line microphone so you can
easily take calls from any smartphone without turning off the headphones.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

10€

189 1 JBL On Beat Micro Black CF
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

20€

190 1 HARMAN KARDON HKTS 2BQMKII / 230, 2.1.-ch home theater and
music speaker system
 
  The compact choice for a 5.1 channel home cinema sound
 The Harman Kardon HKTS 9 speaker system is compact enough to easily
fit even in a room with modest dimensions, but it delivers the powerful 5.1
channel sound you associate with your favorite home cinema system.
 
  Designed for optimum performance, the dual center frequency speaker in
the middle, the powerful satellites and the downward-facing 200 W
subwoofer work together to immerse you in a realistic, 360 degree musical
panorama with deep, satisfying bass. With all color-coded wiring and wall
brackets that you need for almost all installations, the HKTS 9 makes the
home cinema system simple and makes all guess work unnecessary.
 
  
 Location: Cage cart

75€


